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DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Wear gloves and wash hands after use. Choose an appropriately sized pot or container. Fill to the desired level and tap down lightly 
(avoid compaction). Transplant plants and water, adding more media if necessary. Good for indoor or outdoor use. Acceptable for 
containers or raised beds. 

This is an uncharged inert media, so ensure that you use an appropriate fertilizer program with this product.

READY TO USE OUT OF THE BAG 

NUTRITIONAL VALUE
Contains no nutrient charge 
to allow for a high degree of 
fertilization control.

pH SCALE
Traditional buffer for 
enhanced nutrient 
availability.

HIGH AERATION
More oxygen is 
delivered to plant 
roots to encourage 
faster growth.

Ingredients:
Coir, Perlite.

Renewable:
A fully renewable resource, coconut coir is a 
smart choice for you, your plants, and our planet.

ALWAYS SOURCED AND BLENDED 
WITH HIGH-QUALITY INGREDIENTS.

MOTHER EARTH®

COCO + PERLITE
WITH ITS CONSISTENT BLEND, 
OUTSTANDING POROSITY, AND HIGH 
CATION-EXCHANGE CAPACITY, MOTHER 
EARTH COCO + PERLITE HELPS TO CREATE 
AN IDEAL GROWING ENVIRONMENT.

Mother Earth® Coco + Perlite Mix is a plant growth media that is 
a great alternative to potting soil and other traditional growing 
media. Coconut coir is made from the fiber of coconut husks and 
is an alternative to peat-based media. 

Mother Earth Coco + Perlite incorporates 70% of the finest coco 
pith and fiber blend as well as 30% perlite for better aeration and 
drainage of the product. Increased aeration and more drainage 
allow gardeners to more aggressively feed without worrying about 
overwatering. Unlike traditional growing media, coconut coir can 
resist compaction and last longer in a container.

AVAILABLE SIZES: 1.8 CU FT (50L) 
AND BULK (REGIONAL LIMITATIONS)

*Artwork and claims subject to change.
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